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Abstract 
In this Paper, the matrix equation with two unknown matrices X. I’ of form 
AXB + CYD = F is discussed. By applying the canonical correlation decomposition 
(CCD) of matrix pairs, we obtain expressions of the least-squares solutions of the matrix 
equation, and sufficient and necessary conditions for the existente and uniqueness of the 
solutions. We also derive a general form of the solutions. We also study the least-squares 
Hermitian (skew-Hermitian) solutions of equation AXAH + CYCH = F. 0 1998 
Elsevier Science Inc. All rights reserved. 
Kernbor& Matrix equation; Solvability; Canonical correlation decomposition 
1. Introduction 
In this Paper we use the following notation. Let UZ,” be the set of m x II 
matrices with complex entries, Um”” the set of m x m unitary matrices. For a 
matrix A E Vxn,AH E @fl,, 1s the conjugate transpose of A, and A-’ is the 
inverse of A if A is invertible. (/ 11 Stands for the matrix Frobenius norm and 
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11 . 112 is the matrix spectral norm. A *B represents the Hadamard product of 
two m x n matrices A and B, that is, A * B = (a,bij), 1 < i < m, 1 < j < n. 
The matrix equation 
AA-YB=C 
with the unknown matrices X and Y, has been investigated by Baksalary and 
Kala [l], Flanders and Wimmer [2], and Roth [3] which gives the necessary 
and sufficient conditions for its consistency and its general Solution. When 
AX - YB = C is inconsistent, its lP and Chebyshev solutions are considered 
in [4,5], respectively. 
Especially, the matrix equation 
AX=YB 
with the unknowns X and Y being real and symmetric has been studied in [6,7]. 
It is an inverse Problem in linear optimal control. 
For the matrix equation 
AXB+CYD=E, 
solvability conditions and general solutions have been derived in [8-101 by 
using generalized inverses and the generalized Singular value decomposition 
(GSVD) of the matrices, respectively, while the symmetric Solution of matrix 
equation 
A2154~+Bl??~=C 
has been given in [l l] by using the GSVD. 
In this Paper we consider the following Problems. 
Problem 1.1. Given A E Vxn, B E tYxq, C E Vxk,D E @‘“q,F E tZrnxq; 
(a) Find matrices X E Cnxp, Y E Ckx’ such that 
4, = IIAXB + CHI -Filz = min. (1.1) 
(b) Find matrices X E Cnxp, Y E Ckx’ such that 
AXB+CYD=F. (1.2) 
Problem 1.2. Given A E V’““, C E UZmxk, F E Pxm. Find Hermitian (skew- 
Hermitian) matrices X E Cnxn, Y E Ckxk such that 
& = ]IAXA” + CYC” - FIIi = min, 
s.t. X” =X, Y”=Y orX”=-X, Y”=-Y. (1.3) 
The strategy adopted in this Paper is to use the canonical correlation decom- 
Position (CCD) of matrix pairs to decouple these Problems to obtain some pro- 
found results. 
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In Section 2, sufficient and necessary conditions for the existente and 
uniqueness of solutions of Problem 1 .l(b) are obtained, and expressions for 
the solutions of Problem l.l(a) and (b) are also given. In Section 3, the solu- 
tions of Problem 1.2 are derived which is raised in [l 11. 
As a preliminary, we state some results about the CCD mentioned in [12]. 
Theorem 1.1 1121. Let A E @“X”andC E cmxk, und assume that 
g = rank(A) und h = rank(C). 
Then there exist u unitury mutrix U E OJ’““” und nonsingulur mutrices 
E.,, E 6ZnXn,Ec E ckxk, such thut 
A = U[C,,O]E,-‘, C = U[.&,O]E,‘, (1.4) 
where C4 E Fxg und Cc E Fxh ure sf the forms: 
CA = 1 ) &= +y 0 (1.5) 
with the sume row purtitioning, und 
Aj = diag(A,+l , . . . , A+,), 1 > n,.+r > " > "i+j > 0, 
Ai = diag(&+i :...,hi+j), 0 < 6;+l < ... < di+i < 1, 
A. -f+, +6f+, = l,..., Af+j+6f+,= 1, i.e., A;+Aj=Z,, (1.6) 
und g = i + j + t. The cunonicul correlutions of (A, C) ure the diagonal elements 
~j" C = diag(Z,, Al, 0). 1f we write E,q = (x,, . . :x,), Ec = (_yl! . :yk), then 
xi,y;!i = 1,. . . ,Y = min(g,h), ure the cunonicul weights of (A, C), und 
Axi, Cyi, i = l! . . , r, ure the cunonicul scores of (A, C). Moreover, we huve 
i= rankA+ rankC- rank[A,C] = dim(R(A)nR(c)), 
j = rank[A, C] + rank C”A - rank A - rank C, 
t = rank A - rank C”A. (1.7) 
Corollary 1.1 [12]. Let U = (~1,112, ~3,244, us, ug) be computibly purtitioned with 
the block row purtitioning of ZA, i.e., ul E @mxi, u2 E @““j, und so on. Then 
span{ui, UZA + USA, ug} = R(A), 
span{ul, u2, u3) = R(C), 
span(u3, -242A + ~4, ud} = R(A)L, 
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span(u4, u5, u6) = R(C)I, 
span(q) = R(A) n R(C), 
span{u3} = R(A)’ n R(C), 
span{u4} = R(A)’ flR(C)‘, 
span{u6} = R(A) nR(C)‘, 
q?an{ul, u2, U3r u5, u6) = R(A) + R(C), 
spanje, ~3, ~5, ~6) = W, C), 
where R(A)’ und C(A, C) satisfy 
R(A) @ R(A)l = C”, 
C(A, c) e [R(A) n R(C)] = R(A) + R(C). 
2. About Problem 1.1 
In this section we discuss Problem 1.1. First of all. we introduce a lemma. 
Lemma 2.1. For given matrices Jl, J2, J3, J4 E em”‘, 
S, = diag(q, . . . ,a,) > 0, S, = diag(bl, . . . , b,) > 0, 
S, = diag(q, . . . , c,) > 0, S, = diag(d,, . . . , d,,) > 0, 
S, = diag(el, . . . , e,) 2 0, Sf = diagdf,, . . ,fn) 3 0, 
S, = diag(g,, . . ,g,) 3 0, S, = diag(h,, . . . ,h,) 2 0, 
W, = diag(a,, . . . , IX,) 3 0, @ = diag(&, . . . , /I,) 2 0, 
consider the following minimizing Problem with unknown matrices S, W E cmxn: 
4 = &SS, + WawWp - J1112 + llS,SS, - J2112 + IIS,SSf - J3//2 
+ I~S,S!$, - J4112 = min. (2.1) 
Then 
(1) V W, > 0, Wß > 0, there exist unique S and W such that Eq. (2.1) holds, 
and S, W tan be expressed us 
S = K * (S,J$% + SeJ3Sf + SgJ4Sh), 
W = WZ’J, Wi’ - K * [S, W,-‘(S&S~ + S,J3Sf + SgJ4S,,)Sb Wi’], (2.2) 
where K = (kij) E V”“, kij = l/(cfd? +ezf,? +gfhT), 1 <i<m, 1 <j<n. 
(2) If W, = 0 or Wb = 0, there exists a unique S such that Eq. (2.1) holds, andS 
tan be expressed as 
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S = P * (S,J,S, + S,J,S, + &J$, + &J&). (2.3) 
where P = (Pi,) E fy”, P~,=l/(~~~~+cfd~+ef,f:+gfh,2).1~i~,,l~j~.. 
PrOOf. (1) For S = (s<j) E cmxn. W = (wii) E @ntxn_ we have 
6 = C(IQ,~,,~, + &Wiifi, - JIi,I’ + ‘c,si,d, - J2;,1’ 
11 
2 7 
+ le&f, - Jjij/ + IgiSi,h, - Jd!jI-). (2.4) 
In Eq. (2.4), 4 is a continuously differentiable function of 4mn variables of 
Re(s,), Im&)! Re(wi,), and Im(w,i),i = 1,. . rn! j = 1.. ,n. According to 
the necessary condition of function which is minimizing at a Point, we obtain 
the following expressions: 
SI, = 
CiJ2;jdj + eiJ3,f, + g,Jdi,h, 
cfdf + efff + g?h; ’ 
Then Eq. (2.2) is obtained from Eq. (2.5). 
(2) tan be proved in the same way as (1). 0 
Remark 2.1. Lemma 2.1 tan also be proved in the similar way to the one in 
Lemma 3.1 by using the generalized inverse. 
Let A E UZmxn ~B E V9, C E @mx’,D E @‘“4,F E Fx9 and rank A = g, rank 
B = g’, rank C = h, rank D = h’. According to Theorem 1.1, there exist matrices 
u E W”“. V E UJyX9 and nonsingular matrices E4 E QZnX”:EB E UYp. 
& E ckxk . ED E @IX’ such that 
A = U(C,O)E,-‘, C = U(&O)E,‘> 
BH = V(&O)E;‘, D” = V(&O)E;‘, (2.6) 
where 
(2.7) 
with the same row partitioning, and g = i + j + t. 
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/ii = diag(Ai+l, . . . , Ai+j), 1 > Ai+1 2 . . . > Ai+j > 0, 
Aj = diag(di+l, ..+>di+j)> O<6i+l< ... <6i+j< 1, Aj+AT=Ij, 
U= 
(u1 u2 u3 u4 u5 u6) 
i j h-i-j m-h-j-t j t ’ 
Ih' 
0 
0 
(2.8) 
with the same row partitioning, and g’ = i’ + j’ + f. 
2,~ = diag(&+l, . . . ,kit+y), 1 > &+i > . . > ;iit+jr > 0, 
Äjl = diag(&+,, . . .,Sit+jt), 0<~,+,~“‘6~i,+j,<l, At,+z:,=Zj!, 
(v1 02 
v= ‘, 
03 04 05 06) 
1 j’ h’ _ i’ _ j’ q _ h’ _ j’ _ i j’ t . 
Furthermore, let UHFV = (Ej),ej = u”Fvj, i, j = 1,2, . . . ,6 and 
.I 1 .i’ t’ P-g’ 
(2.9) 
Then we have the following results. (For convenience Ai is replaced by A, etc.) 
Theorem 2.1. Suppose that the matrices A, B, C, D, F given in Problem 1.1 satisfy 
Eqs. (2.6H2.8). Then: 
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(a) The general forms of solutions of Problem l.l(a) are 
[ 
FII -R F,&’ FKI XI4 
X = EA 
A-‘F5, Jf22 AF26 + AFs6 -4 
_ _ 
F6l F62A + F6sA F66 x74 
1 
E,H? 
x4, x42 x43 x44 
i 
R F,2 - F,$‘Ä F,3 Yl4 
Y = EC 
F2, - /W1F5, Q F23 Y24 
F31 F32 FM y34 
i 
E;? (2.10) 
Y4l y42 Y 43 GI 
where Xz? = A(F22 - Q)Ä + AFzsÄ + AFssÄ + AFssÄ, R E @““, Q E @jxJ’ are ar- 
bitrary, and xl4,~24,x34,&,x41 ,X42!X43, y14> y24, y34. y44, y4,. y42, y43 arc arbi- 
trary with noted dimensions in Eq. (2.9). 
(b) Problem 1.1 (b) is solvable if and only if 
u;F = 0, Fv4 = 0, (2.11) 
(~3, -242A + wir ~4)“F(u4, us> 06) = 0, 
(u4: &, U6)HF(V3, -v2Ä + Ud, 04) = O. (2.12) 
In this case the solutions X and Y haue general,forms fii -R F,sÄ’ fi6 Xi4 
X = E/, 
A-‘F5, Ap’F55Ä-’ A-‘F56 X 
F61 F65Ä-l F66 
24 E!$ 
x34 
x41 x42 x43 JG4 
1 
R F,z - F,$‘A F13 y14 
Y = EC 
F21 - AA-‘F51 F22 - AA-‘F~~Ä-‘Ä F23 Y24 
F31 fi2 F33 r,4 
1 
E;. (2.13) 
y41 Y42 Y43 Yu 
Furthermore, when Eq. (1.2) is consistent, the solutions are unique ifand only if 
matrices A, C are offull column ranks and matrices B, D are offull row ranks, and 
R(A) n R(C) = 0 or R(B”) n R(DH) = 0. 
Proof. (a) From Eqs. (2.6)-(2.9) and unitary invariance of the Frobenius norm, 
we have 
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4, = IIAXB + cm - F112_ 
2 
So the condition @1 = min is equivalent to the following conditions: 
llxll + 61 -hl/ = min, 11x13 -fi6ll = min, llx31 -F611/ = min, 
11x33 -&6ll = min, llyl3 -&Il = min, lI% -6311 =mh 
lIfi3 -4311 = min, Ilh -F3ll = min, llh -fi2ll = min, (2.15) 
ll/ty23 - fi6112 + lld&3 - kl2 = min, 
Ilx32A - &2j12 + 11x322 - F65112 = min, (2.16) 
II(ixz1 + 61 - fi1 /12 + llAX21 - F51 112 = min! 
llx12A + Y12 - fi2112 + llX12d - F1sl12 = min, 
II/yr,22 + 52 - F22112 + llM22d - Fi5112 + lldX22ii - F52112 
+ llAX22d - Fj5112 = min. (2.17) 
Eq. (2.15) implies 
XI, = fi, -R, Yll = R, whereR E C “” isarbitrary, 
XI3 = fi6, Zl = 61, x33 = E56, K3 = 43, 
y23 = F23, r,3 = fi3, EI = Eu, &2 = 62. (2.18) 
From Eqs. (2.7), (2.8) and (2.16) and (2) of Lemma 2.1, we have 
_ _ 
x23 = AF26 + AFso, &2 = F62A + &d. (2.19) 
From Eqs. (2.7), (2.8) and (2.17) and (1) of Lemma 2.1, we have 
X,, = A-‘F5,, Y,, = F21 - AA-‘F5,, 
X,, = F,$‘, Y12 = F,2 - F,sÄ-‘l 
X,, = A(F22 - Ql + AF25Ä + AF5,;z:+ AF&, 52 = Q, (2.20) 
where Q E Cixi’ 1s arbitrary, proving Eq. (2.10). 
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(b) That Problem l.l(b) is solvable is equivalent to 4, = min = 0. According 
to Eqs. (2.14))(2.17) 4, = min = 0 if and only if 
&=O. Fh,=O. i,j=l..... 6, 
Fis = 0. fi6 = 0, Fs3 = 0, F6? = 0. (2.21 i 
Ililxx - FGl12 + I/d& - Fs# = 0, 
lI&zil - Fhzll' + /IX34 - Fhsl/' = 0. 
~IAX22~ + Y22 -F& + l/AK2d - F2sll’ 
+ IILLX’,~/~ - F5# + /~d&d - b-<5112 = 0. (3.22) 
It is easily proved that Eqs. (2.21) and (2.22) are equivalent to Eqs. (2. I 1) 
and (2.12). From Eqs. (2.22) and (2.10) Eq. (2.13) is obvious. 
From Eq. (2.13) when AXB + CYD = F is solvable, its solution is unique if 
and only if 
n - g = 0. p-g’=O, k-h=O. I-h’=O. 
and i = 0 or i’= 0. (2.23) 
In terms of Theorem 1.1, we have 
i = dim(R(A) nR(C)) = 0, i'= dim(R(BH) nR(DH)) = 0. 
We then complete the proof of Theorem 2.1. 0 
(2.24) 
Remark 2.2. [ 101 gives the solutions of Problem 1.1 (b) by means of generalized 
inverses of matrices. This Paper uses the CCD and obtains another expression 
of the solutions. Moreover, by applying Corollary 1.1, we see that the 
solvability conditions (2.11) and (2.12) are more obvious than those in [9] and 
[lO]. But using the CCD we are unable to derive the Solution with minimum 
Frobenius norm even if Eq. (1.2) is consistent. However, we tan convert 
Eq. (1.1) to the following ordinary least-squares Problem 
min [BT@A,DT@C] 
ll 
[ vecF;] - vec(F) iiZ. 
where ~1 denotes the Kronecker product and vec is the “vec” Operation. From 
which a minimum Frobenius norm Solution is easily obtained. 
3. About Problem 1.2 
In this section we discuss Problem 1.2. First of all, we give two lemmas 
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Lemma 3.1. For given matrices Jl, J2 E Cmx”, Jx, J4 E Cnx”, 
_4 = diag(l,, . . . , l,), A = diag(b,, . . . ,6,) 
such that 
Iti>O, 6i>O, anA$+6~=1, i=l,..., It, 
then the following Problem with two unknown matrices S, W E Cmxn: 
II/ = IlSA + W - J,112 + IISA - J2j12 + IIASH + WH - Js112 
+ (IASH - J4112 = min (3.1) 
has unique solutions S, W with the following forms 
s = ;(Jz + J,H)A-‘, w = $(JI + JF) - (J2 + JJ)_&-l]. (3.2) 
Proof. From 
IISA - J2112 + IIASH - Jal12 = IlS(A, A) - (J2, JF)ll’ = min 
we have 
S = (J2, JF)(A, A)+ = ;(J2 + JF)A-‘, (3.3) 
where X+ denotes the Moore-Penrose pseudoinverse of X. 
Then for any S, from Problem 
1lSA-t W-J,l12+IlASH+ WH-Jjl12 
= 11 W(Z,Z) - (J, - SA, JF - SA)l12 = min, 
we obtain 
w = (J, - SA,JF - SA)(Z,Z)+ = ;(J, + JF) -SA. 
Then Eq. (3.2) follows from Eqs. (3.3) and (3.4). 0 
(3.4) 
Lemma 3.2. Suppose that matrices JI, J2, J3, J4 E Cnxn and A, A are given in 
Lemma 3.1. Then the followingproblem with two unknown matrices S, W E Cnxn 
y~ = IlASA + W-J, 112 + IIASA - J2112 + IlASA - Jjlj2 + IlASA - J4/12 
= min (3.5) 
has unique Hermitian solutions S, W with the forms 
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S = ;G * {AW + AJ;A + AJ,A + AJFA + A(J4 + J,H)A}, 
W = ;(JI + Jr) - ;G * {A’J,AA + AAJfA2 + AAJ3A2 + A2J;AA (3.6) 
+ AA(J, + J:)AA}, 
wkere 
Proof. It is well-known that if J E Cnxn, then the Problem 
]jX - JII’ = min, s.t. X” = X 
has a unique Hermitian Solution [13], p. 88, Ex. 2 
x=J+J” -. 
2 
(3.7) 
(3.8) 
For any given W = W”, Eq. (3.5) is equivalent to the following Problem: 
=ll(O o>( A(J, - W)A + AJ,A + AJ2A + AJ4A * 
(3.9) 
s.t. SH = S. Eq. (3.9) holds if and if 11s - (A(J, - W)A+ AJ,A + /tj2d + 
AJ.tA)l( = min s.t. SH = S holds. So 
s = ;{A(J, +Jl)A + A(J2 + Jj)A + A(J3 + J;)A 
+ A(J4 + J,H)A} - AWA. (3.10) 
But for any S = SH, from the Problem 
IlASA + W-J, 112 = min, s.t. W = WH, 
we obtain 
W = ;(J, + Jr) - A,SA. 
From Eqs. (3.11) and (3.10), we obtain 
(3.11) 
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s = s - l12sk = i{/i(& +J$l+ d(J3 +.q)/l 
+ d(J4 +J,H)d}, 
where Slj = (1 - Af$)sj,, i, j = 1,. . . , FL 
From Eqs. (3.10)-(3.12) we obtain Eq. (3.6). 0 
(3.12) 
Theorem 3.1. Let the CCD of matrix pair [A, C] with A E @“““, C E cmxk be 
given in Eqs. (2.6) and (2.7), and let 
UHFU=(F;j), &j=u”FU,, i,j=l,..., 6. (3.13) 
Write 
i J” t n-g 
i Xll XI2 XI3 x14 
EÄ’xE,” = j 
i 1 
-GI x22 x23 x24 = E,-‘X”E-’ A 7 
t x31 x32 x33 x34 
n - g x41 x42 x43 x44 
Then general forms of Hermitian solutions X, Y of Problem 1.2 are as follows. 
R r,2 $‘13 +F3y) Y14 
Y=Ec Y: r,2 ; (fi3 + F3;) r,4 
@,: +fi1) ; CF27 + fi2) F331 r,4 
EC, (3.15) 
Y14 Y27 Y34 r,4 
where 
(3.16) 
Hence, C& = min is equivalent to the following conditions: 
11x11 + Y,, - F,,II = min s.t. X,, =Xz: 
li&, - FkII = min, s.t. X3j = Xz: 
11 Yb - F33II = min, s.t. Y,, = Y:‘. (3.17) 
IIYF - fi3112 + /l YG - fi, 112 = min, 
IIXli - F~t,ll’ + IlXE - FblI/’ z= min. 
IIY?; - Fl3II’ + IlYg - Fj211’ = min. (3.18) 
By applying Lemma 2.1, we obtain from Eq. (3.18) 
0 ILIaloay~ 
ay~ JO Joo’d ayl a)alduxoD sny) aM ~xyeur ueypu.~a~ h?.I$!q.It? ue s! &I ax3y~ 
(PZ’E) 
aaey aM ‘(~1 ‘f) ‘bg UIOI~ 
(EZ’E) 
.vzzJy/ - (z& + zzd); = ‘2 
{ v( ;Ll+ 59) v + VH’Lrv + v%w + vg!zv + v%v) * Cl; = zzx 
(0z.f) Ob2 moq uyqo am ‘z’f muura~ %u!hIdde La 
(ZZ’E 1 ‘,_VV(,ISd + 9): - ($id + wf = “9 
‘,_v(j$+ ?g,f = ZIx 
y;ygv + $zv + 99v + “9v>4 = =x 
(IZ’E) 
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R F,2 - F,sAA-’ F,j 54 
Y = Ec 
F2, - AA-‘Fs, Y 22 63 fi4 
61 h2 fi3 r,4 
EC. (3.28) 
YlY y24 y: y44 
where R, G,X,4, K4 (i = 1,2,3,4) are the same as those in Eq. (3.15), and 
X22 = G * (AF,,A + AFj-&I + AFssA), 
Y22 = F22 - G * (A2F2sAA + AAF$A2 + AAF,,AA). 
Comparing Eq. (3.27) with Eqs. (2.11) and (2.12), we obtain the following 
corollary. 
Corollary 3.2. Suppose that matrices A E Vxn, C E Vxk, and F E Vx” arc 
given with F ’ = F Then when AXA’ + CYCH = F is solvable, it must haoe . 
Hermitian solutions. 
Theorem 3.2. Let A, C, F be the same as in Theorem 3.1. Write 
Then general forms of skew-Hermitian solution of Problem 1.2 is 
+ (F,s + F,l)A-’ ; (FM + F;) X,, 
X = EA -;A-‘(FE +Fs,) G*H x23 x24 
-x23 
EI, 
x33 x34 
-Xi -‘G &4 
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( 
R y12 : (63 + F37) 64 
Y = Ec -G : (42 - F;) - /IG *HA 4 (fi3 + F$) &4 
-{(E;3 +F31) -;(F; +fi2) p33-Fl) y34 
i 
EH 
c’ 
-% -g -5: y44 
with 
(3.29) 
&3 = ;{@ie + F,z) + A(F5ci + F:)}, 
x33 = $52 - &y) - (fis - F;)AA-‘}, 
r,2 = i{(fiz + F;) - (F,s + F;)AA-‘}, 
ff = ;{W25 - F,z)d + A(& - F;)A + A(Fx - F;)A}: 
and R is an arbitrary skew-Hermitian matrix and X14, & (i = 1,2,3,4) are 
arbitrary matrices with giuen row and column numbers. 
Proof. Notice that for a given Square matrix J, the Problem 
]]X - Jlj* = min, s.t. XH = -X 
has a unique solution 
x=J-JH 
2 
So the proof of the theorem is similar to the one of Theorem 3.1. 0 
Remark 3.1. The authors of [ 111 use P-SVD of matrices A, C, therefore they are 
unable to obtain the answer to Problem 1.2, while we use the CCD so we 
completely solve Problem 1.2. 
4. Conclusion 
In this Paper, we 
Problem 1.1 
Problem 1.2 
have discussed the solutions of 
(a) 4l = ]IAXL? + CYDFII; = min 
(b)AXB+ClD=F 
42 = IIAXA” + CYCH -Fl/; = min s.t. 
XH=X,YH=YorXH=-X,Y”=-Y. 
By applying the CCD [12] of (A,C) and (B,D), we have obtained general forms 
of the solutions X, Y of Problem 1. I(a), and necessary and sufficient conditions 
for Problem l.l(b) to be solvable. We also have obtained general forms of 
G. Xu et nl. l Linrm Algebra and its Applicotions 279 i 1998) Y3m10Y I 09 
Hermitian (skew-Hermitian) solutions X, Y of Problem 1.2 and derived 
necessary and sufficient conditions for AXAH + CYCH = F to have Hermitian 
solutions X. Y. 
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